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NISSAN PATROL 4WD CLUB
OF NSW & ACT INC.
About the Club
The Nissan Patrol 4WD Club was established in 1976 by a group of four-wheel drive enthusiasts
from other clubs interested in pursuing common interests and activities in 4WD'ing, and also aiming
to give the Nissan Patrol its own identity. Notwithstanding the club's name, the Club welcomes all
types of four-wheel drives capable of completing our driver training course.
In 2002, the Club fulfilled a long-held dream and purchased its own property of 94 hectares in the
Windellema region near Goulburn. The land is used for Club activities such as bush camping,
driver training and social activities. There is also a dam on the property which provides a reliable
source of water for bush fire fighting.
In May 2006, our initial idea of a large shelter/shed came into fruition and was finally completed.
The shed acts as our bush classroom which allows us to easily host our Driver Training Courses. It
is also the place where we have our Xmas In July, Easter and Club Anniversary weekends, and is
available for free camping by members at any time.
Front
View
Back
View
The club atmosphere is, and always has been, to have fun and develop long lasting friendships from
a wide variety of people from all over Sydney and the countryside.
The club holds regular driver training days for all members, trips from
one day to several weeks' duration (such as outback trips) and a variety
of social activities.
Club trips are graded depending on the degree of difficulty to cater for
all levels of four-wheel driving. On trips, the traditional “happy hour”
and campfire provide a wonderful setting for swapping yarns, having a
quiet drink and building solid friendships.
We are strongly committed to “Access for All” (except ratbags) in our National Parks and State
Forests, protecting the environment through responsible four-wheel driving and helping to 'CleanUp Australia' by cleaning up our bushland.
Since 1980, the Club has been hosting varying types of events for the general public to enjoy in
their 4WD’s. In past years there were the annual "Nissan Trials", which saw inter-club challenges
testing the driving skills of both individuals and teams.
In line with current community expectation and demand, the Club is
running the "Son of Trials" during mid-March and the "Son of Trials Plus"
on the first weekend of November at River Island. These events offer
standard road registered vehicle owners, from learner drivers through to
experienced 4WD’ers, to participate in a number of challenging courses to
fine tune their skills and have the chance to win some fantastic prizes.
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From the
Editors
Welcome back to ...

ON PATROL.

A few members have asked me, "Why the name change?"
For one reason, the NPC of Vic also have the name 'Nissan News' for their club magazine and I
wanted to give our mag its own identity. But it has also been pointed out to me that there are other
types of vehicles in this Club other than the Nissan Patrol. Yes, I did notice that (now the proud
owner of Max, the Isuzu D-Max). So let's have a closer look at these two particular words.
The word "NISSAN".
Not found in the dictionary, but in this case, it is a specific brand name and manufacturer of certain
vehicles. Makers of the Patrol, Navara, Pathfinder and X-Trail. Also makers of the Micra, Dualis
Pulsar and Skyline. (I'd like to see what's left of these after doing the River Island tracks).
The word "PATROL".
Dictionary Meaning: to inspect or guard an area; the act of patrolling, eg "make a quick patrol of
the grounds", or "a group of persons sent to patrol"; a person who patrols eg: security guard.
It can also be used in the terms air patrol, border patrol, area patrol, highway patrol, safety patrol.
There is also patrol car, patrol boat, patrol dog, and the list goes on. It is a generic word used in
many ways, and it just so happens to be the model name of a 4WD vehicle.
I used the words "ON PATROL", as it comes from the name of the vehicle that gave name to the
club, and you could say that on our club trips, we drive around or PATROL an area.
But in this Club, we do not discriminate. We will accept anyone with open arms with any 4WD
vehicle that can complete our driver training course. And if you do drive something else other than
the Nissan Patrol, do expect some playful ribbing, but it's all in good fun.

Keep on Patrolling!
Iro & Tania
(Ed & AssEd)

Next magazine due
7 January 2014
All articles for the next magazine MUST be sent in a
Microsoft Word format and forwarded to
editor@nissanpatrolclub.org
by 20 December 2013

The Report from

Madam
President
There is an exciting time ahead for club members. Driver training is on this weekend. It will be a special
event for my family at least. For those that didn’t know, Steven did his driver training with the Club just a few
days after our youngest son Ben was born. Now Ben is on his “L’s” and this although he has already clocked
up a few hours under Chris’ expert guidance already, this month he will be lining up as an official “trainee”
How time flies!!
Anyway, I digress. The club needs your help. The Son of Trials Plus is being held on 2 & 3 November and
we need volunteers to come and help make the event work. Lunch will be provided for all volunteers. 2
breakfasts and dinner on Saturday evening will be available for all Club members for a small cost. If you are
able to give the club some of your time, please give Steve a call. Many hands make light work, as well as
being a chance to socialise with other members. The weekend before (26/27 October) is the set-up
weekend. This is when the tracks will be marked out and times set for the various events it certainly isn’t
“hard work”. You can also erect your tents so that your favourite spot will be ready for when you arrive the
following weekend. There will be one working bee the weekend before that (19/20 October), where we need
to clear out a couple of the tracks. Remember, the Son of Trials is our chance to showcase the Club and
also raise funds to enable the improvements on the Land to be continued. Any and all assistance from the
members is needed and appreciated.
There have been 2 movie nights so far and both have been well attended and a lot of fun. Thank you to
Chris B for organising them and also to Steve “Harry” B and his mates for putting on a great Saturday
evening meal. I am sure that these evenings will become a regular event on the club calendar.
A former member of the Club, Peter Chambers is coming to talk to us at the November general meeting.
Peter is involved with the Australian Motoring Enthusiasts Party, which recently won a Victorian senate seat
in the Federal election. Peter will fill you in on what the Party’s aims are. It will be good to have a voice for
4WDers and all motoring enthusiasts in Parliament.
We will be holding a stand at the 4WD Adventure Show at Eastern Creek on 18-20 October. Mark C is still
seeking a few volunteers who can “man the stand” and publicise the Club and the Son of Trials. If you go to
the Show, make sure you pop in and say hello.
As a result of feedback received regarding the previous venue, Chris B has booked a new venue for our
Christmas Party. It will be held on 30 November/1 December at the Budgewoi Holiday Park on the Central
Coast. Judging from the photos on their website (www.budgewoihp.com.au) and the reviews on Trip Advisor,
it looks lovely. Come on up and make it a relaxing weekend, we’re on the lake and near the beach. We will
have a Christmas Lunch on the Sunday and Saturday night we’ll try and get the Xmas Carols happening!!!
Booking is a two-step process. Firstly, book your accommodation directly with the Park on 1800 241 342 or
02 4390 9019 (just tell them you are part of the Nissan Patrol Club). Bookings for lunch should be made with
Chris B. If you can only come up for one day and don’t want to stay overnight, that is fine. The more the
merrier.
Finally, the December general meeting will be our final get together for the year. To help you get in the swing
for the upcoming festive season we have a fantastic raffle prize to go to some lucky club member. As it is a
fairly valuable prize, tickets will be $5 each or 3 for $10 and they will be sold at the October, November and
December meetings. The winning ticket will be drawn at the end of the December meeting. There will also
be the usual Christmas plate supper.
Please come and join us for the Son of Trials, the Christmas party or the meetings, as you get out what you
put in.
Rollanda R

want on the car. However, I'd like to put on some better driving lights and for an obvious reason, a

DRIVER TRAINING
With Chris C
Driver Training Co-ordinator
The Nissan Patrol 4WD Club provides free driver training to its members, which is included in your
membership fee. The Driver Training Course covers a comprehensive range of topics. Some of
these topics are Practical Driving over a variety of terrain and obstacles, Basic Recovery
Techniques, Advanced Driver Training, Advanced Recovery, and many more. Our Sand Driver
Training Course is usually held twice a year at Stockton Beach near Newcastle.
Before you are permitted on a Club Trip, it is a condition of Club Membership that you complete
the Club Driver Training Course, regardless of your prior 4WD'ing experience.
The Driver Training Course is conducted on our own land near Goulburn, where a range of
purposely built tracks give the course participants a variety of track surfaces. Our Land also has
facilities to conduct other educational functions, such as GPS Operation and First Aid. Our Club
shop is regularly at Driver Training selling top quality recovery gear, 4WD essentials and Club
merchandise at very reasonable prices.
Anyone who wishes to do the Recovery Refresher Course is most welcome to join any driver
training Sunday. Our driver trainers are looking forward to all our club members attending and
revising the safety and recovery techniques that make our 4WDriving a safer and more enjoyable
activity for all.
See the Club Calendar for the next Driver Training weekend.

WORKING BEES
With Ken I
Land Manager

And Chris C
Trials Co-ordinator

Working bees sound like they would be a lot of hard work. BUT, our club working bees are a lot
of fun, with friendship, good food and usually very little work. Regular working bees are held to
help with land maintainence.
At the Land there is the opportunity to help establish new driver training tracks, assist with the
shed, tank and toilet/shower facilities, have a chat around the fireplace and an excellent Saturday
night dinner at “The Loaded Dog” in Tarago.
At River Island, setting up for Son of Trials and Son of Trials Plus means searching new places for
tracks, helping to create and being able to drive the tracks. As an added bonus, there is camping
near the river, opportunity for a swim, and talking with friends around the campfire.
Please consider helping out at either site, and contact the organiser to enable them to organise work
activities and catering.
See the club Calendar for the next Working Bee weekend.

CLUB CALENDAR
Included are the dates of NSW School Holidays
to help with your holiday planning.

October 2013
Tue 1st

Sat 5th to
Mon 7th
Sat 5th to
Mon 7th

SON OF TRIALS SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING:
8.00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road, Greenacre. Come along and
be part of the organising team for this major event. All members welcome!
Labour Day Weekend

MOVIE NIGHT IN THE SHED
Enjoy a relaxing weekend at the Club Land,
catch up with friends, have a drive around the land
during the day and watch a movie or two at night.
For more info contact Chris B

Sat 5th to
Mon 7th

Willowglen 4x4 Challenge
Tarago near Goulburn - www.tlcc.com.au

Wed 9th

GENERAL MEETING:
8:00pm at the Veteran Car Club Hall, 134 Queens Road, Five Dock.
Visitors Welcome!

Sat 12th to
Sun 13th

DRIVER TRAINING:
The Club’s free Driver Training is open to all members. You must
complete the Driver Training course before going on a Club trip.
To book into driver training or for any questions contact Chris J.

Fri 18th to
Sun 20th

4WD & Adventure Show:
Sydney Dragway, Eastern Creek - www.4wdshow.com.au/

Sat 19th to
Sun 20th

SON OF TRIALS PLUS! WORKING BEE:
Preparation for the Son Of Trials PLUS at River Island. Help is
needed to clear bush for new tracks, as well as driving them. Some
maintenance on current tracks also required. Chainsaws needed to
assist with the bush clearing. If you can make it to River Island for
this weekend (or just a day) please contact Steve R or Chris C.

Wed 23rd

COMMITTEE MEETING:
Club Committee Meeting. 8.00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road,
Greenacre. All members welcome.

Fri 25th to
Sun 27th

Canberra Caravan Camping 4WD Show:
Exhibition Park, Canberra - www.canberrahomeshow.com.au

Sat 26th to
Sun 27th

SON OF TRIALS PLUS! WORKING BEE:
This is the final set-up weekend. Help is needed to finalise the
tracks, place bunting, etc. Please contact Steve R or Chris C if
you can help out.

November 2013
Sat 2nd to
Sun 3rd

SON OF TRIALS PLUS! It's the Son of Trials..with a little bit more!
This event requires the maximum number of club members to make
it a success. Held at river Island on Wombeyan Caves Road, west
of Mittagong. See the website for more details. Please contact the
Trials Assistant Co-ordinator if you can help out.

Tues 5th

SON OF TRIALS SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING:
8.00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road, Greenacre. Come along and
be part of the organising team for this major event. All members welcome!

Fri 8th to
Sun 10th

South Coast Caravan Camping & Holiday Expo:
McKay Park, Batemans Bay - www.southcoast.supershow.com.au/

Wed 13th

GENERAL MEETING:
8:00pm at the Veteran Car Club Hall, 134 Queens Road, Five Dock.
Visitors Welcome!

Sat 16th to
Sun 17th

DRIVER TRAINING:
The Club’s free Driver Training is open to all members. You must
complete the Driver Training course before going on a Club trip. To
book into driver training or for any questions contact Chris J.

Sat 23rd to
Sun 24th

LAND WORKING BEE:
Help is needed with many of the projects happening down on our
Land. Great camping and socialising. Please contact Ken I if you
can assist.

Sat 23rd to
Sun 24th

Toperi Challenge:
Orange - www.canobolas4wd.com/

Wed 27th

Sat 30th Nov to
Sun 1 Dec

COMMITTEE MEETING:
Club Committee Meeting. 8.00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road,
Greenacre. All members welcome.
CHRISTMAS PARTY WEEKEND: (SEE FLYER PAGE 17)
Enjoy a relaxing weekend at Budgewoi Holiday Park, Weemala Street,
Budgewoi. On the waterfront of Lake Munmorah and a 5 minute walk to
Budgewoi Beach. Starting with Happy Hour and Carols by Candlelight on
Saturday, and on Sunday, enjoy a catered lunch and a visit from Santa.
Contact Chris B to register your interest.

December 2013
Tues 3rd

SON OF TRIALS SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING:
8.00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road, Greenacre. Come along and
be part of the organising team for this major event. All members welcome!

Sat 7th to
Sat 14th

VICTORIAN HIGH COUNTRY:
Grade C. A fantastic scenic trip into the Victorian High Country exploring the beautiful
Davies high Plains, Tom Groggin, Omeo and surrounding areas. Covering several
established tracks this year, plus some favourites.

Wed 11th

GENERAL MEETING:
Visitors Welcome! 8:00pm at the Veteran Car Club Hall, 134 Queens Road, Five Dock.
A short meeting followed by a social Xmas get together. Bring a plate for supper.

Sat 14th to
Sun 15th

Thur 19th to
Mon 27th Jan

DRIVER TRAINING: TO BE CONFIRMED
The Club’s free Driver Training is open to all members. You must
complete the Driver Training course before going on a Club trip.
To book into driver training or for any questions contact Chris J.

NSW School Holidays

2014
January 2014
Tues 7st TBC

SON OF TRIALS SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING:
8.00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road, Greenacre. Come along and be a part
of the organising team for this major event. All members welcome.

Wed 8th

GENERAL MEETING:
Visitors Welcome! 8:00pm at the Veteran Car Club Hall, 134 Queens Road, Five
Dock. The Club Shop will be there selling top quality recovery gear and Nissan Club
merchandise.

Sat 11th to
Sun 12th

RIVER ISLAND TOUR:
This is an invitation to new members (and old) to come
down to River Island (site of the club’s Son of Trials
events) to see this magnificent place. The camping is great and there will be trips
around the property and SOT events. River Island Retreat on Wombeyan Caves
Road. Please contact Rollanda R if you are attending. . Lunches will be provided as
well as Happy Hour.

Wed 22nd

COMMITTEE MEETING:
Club Committee Meeting. 8:00pm at Greenacre Citizens Hall, 202 Waterloo Road,
Greenacre. All members welcome!

Sat 18th to
Sun 19th

LAND WORKING BEE: TO BE CONFIRMED
Help is needed with many of the projects happening down on our
Land. Great camping and socialising. Please contact Ken I if you
can assist.

Sat 25th to
Mon 27th
Tue 28th

AUSTRALIA DAY LONG WEEKEND

BACK TO SCHOOL (Sorry Kids!)

SON OF TRIALS PLUS
Since the early 1990's,
the Nissan Patrol 4WD Club
was host to the annual
Nissan Trials, which was an
inter-club challenge testing
the driving skills of both
individuals and teams, and
was one of the biggest events
in the 4WD calendar.
More recently,
we have implemented the
SON OF TRIALS and the
SON OF TRIALS PLUS,
both of which are friendly
competitions designed for
standard and slightly
modified 4WD's, with the
emphasis on fun competition
rather than hard-core action.
Both events are held at River
Island near Mittagong, the
SON OF TRIALS is on in midMarch and the
SON OF TRIALS PLUS
is on the first weekend
of November.
For further information and
entry details, check the
Club Calendar.

Photos by Maarten Venter

MANY THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS FOR 2013.

The Nissan Patrol 4WD Club
Christmas Party Weekend
When: Saturday, 30 November
to Sunday, 1 December

Where: Budgewoi Holiday Park
Weemala Street, Budgewoi
www.budgewoihp.com.au
1800 241 342 or 4390 9019

The festivities start with Happy Hour at 5pm on Saturday,
then after dinner, we will have Carols by Candlelight.
On Sunday, enjoy a catered lunch and
a special guest appearance by Santa Claus.

Situated on the edge of Lake Munmorah and
only a 5 minute walk to Budgewoi Beach.
The Park has a large kids playground
with a jumping pillow.
Powered sites are available for $32 a night
less a 10% discount for the NPC.
There are also 6 berth cabins available for
$177 a night on Fri-Sat and
$125 a night Sun-Thurs.
Visiting for the day only is FREE.

Bookings: Contact Budgewoi Holiday Park directly
and remember to say you are with the NPC.
You can book for as long as you like
and there is no minimum night stay.
Then contact Chris B
for catering numbers.
Catering costs: Adults $20, Kids 0-12 $10,
Family (2 Adults & 2+ kids) $50
So come along and enjoy the fun and

friendship that the Nissan Patrol Club has to offer.

TRIP LEADERS and NEW TRIPS
4WD trips are the heart of our Club and we need more trips and more Trip Leaders. Trips
can be for a day, weekend or even longer.
If you've found a special place with great tracks, views, natural features, walks or a terrific
camping spot then why not share it with like-minded friends from the Nissan Patrol 4WD
Club who enjoy getting out into the bush as much as you do.
Alternatively, you could organise a non-4WD event such as a winery tour, river cruise,
scenic walks around Sydney or to places of historic interest.
If you would like to lead
trips@nissanpatrolclub.org

a

trip,

please

Cheers,
Richard S
Trip Co-ordinator
Nissan Patrol 4WD Club of NSW & ACT Inc.

BOOKING ON A CLUB TRIP
•

You are required to book in on any Club trip you
wish to attend by contacting the Trip Leader.

•

Introduce yourself and discuss with them your
vehicle capabilities and level of driving skills.

•

Leave a contact number.

•

You must reconfirm your participation in the trip
a few days before departure.

•

If you must cancel, contact the trip leader at the
earliest possible time, so reserves can take your
place and no-one is waiting for you where
mobile phones don’t work.

contact

the

Trip

Organiser

at

TRIP
CLASSIFICATION
A

This class of trip is considered to be extremely difficult. Participants will
have to be experienced at travelling over difficult terrain. Winching
and/or towing will almost definitely be required. Participants will be
required to bring along a certain amount of recovery equipment. The trip
leader will have the right to reject a request from someone who is
considered under-experienced.

B

This type of trip is considered a moderate to difficult trip. Some winching
and/or towing will almost certainly be required. Under extreme weather
conditions this trip could develop into a Class “A” trip.

C

This classification is considered a moderate trip. Various sections of this
trip will require cautious driving in order to negotiate it, but in most
circumstances, winching should not be necessary. Under extreme
weather conditions this trip could develop into a Class “B” trip.

D

This trip is considered a relatively easy trip. It is unlikely that any
winching and/or towing will be required.

E

This trip is considered very easy with little or no four-wheel driving
involved. This type of trip will usually consist of either an easy-to-get-to
base camp or a series of scenic tours.

W

Definitely, the most hideous of all trip classification, where you actually
need to get out of your vehicle and walk to the desired destination.

UHF CB RADIO
CHANNEL ALLOCATION

USED FOR
Calling
(Established by law)
Conversations

CHANNEL/S

COMMENTS

11

To call or locate another station. Parties then switch to
a conversation channel.

9
12-17
19-21
24-30
39

Used for conversation between stations.

Highway
Communications

40

Mainly used by truck drivers and other highway users.

Caravaners,
Campers

18

Holiday Maker's communication channel. (eg when in
convoy)

4WDrivers

10

Used by 4WD enthusiasts, clubs, convoys and in
national parks.

Emergency Calling
(Established by law)

5

Can be used by anyone in an emergency situation
only.

Repeaters

1-8
31-38

In duplex mode repeaters need two channels to work.
Receives on channels 1-8. Transmits on channels 3138 automatically. When within range of a repeater, it
will increase the communication difference. Operation
in simplex mode on these channels is not permitted
when in range of a repeater.

Data Transmissions
(Established by law)

22, 23

No voice transmissions allowed on these two
channels.

CONVOY
PROCEDURE
For the benefit of new members and as a reminder to old members, convoy
procedure on any NISSAN CLUB outing is as follows:
•

The trip leader will ensure that the group on the outing is self-sufficient and should only call
on outside bodies for assistance with recovery as a last resort.

•

No driver will drive in a manner - or at a speed - that could endanger himself or any other
person or vehicle.

•

In hazardous areas it is the responsibility of the following driver to ensure that the previous
vehicle has passed through the hazard before proceeding.

•

It is the responsibility of all drivers to maintain (visual) contact with the following vehicle,
especially at intersections.

•

Persons leaving the convoy must notify the Trip Leader and, if possible, give details of their
intentions.

•

On trips including two or more vehicles, each vehicle will remain in a designated position in
the convoy and not overtake the vehicle in front unless the driver of that vehicle slows down
and signals the overtaking vehicle to pass.

•

It is the responsibility of the Trip Leader to ensure that all drivers of all vehicles in the
convoy are aware of any deviations in the route.

•

No driver will park or drive in the reverse direction to the hazard of other vehicles.

•

If a driver is trying to contact the rest of the group he will turn on his headlights. This is the
signal for the rest of the drivers to stop.

•

All gates must be left in the manner in which they are found. The second vehicle in the
convoy must pull over and wait for all vehicles to pass and then rejoin the convoy after
ensuring that the gate is left as it was found.

•

When any form of recovery is in progress all those not directly involved in the rescue
operations must keep well clear and at a safe distance. Parents are particularly asked to
keep their children at a safe distance.

•

The use of radio transmitters does not replace convoy procedure.

The trip leader will remind all drivers that convoy procedure should be
followed before moving off.

4WD'ing Tips
for Dummies
Part Two.A

THE VEHICLE
•
•
•
•

Track Terms: unimproved, basic, rough, poorly prepared, not maintained, outback,
deteriorated, natural, un-surfaced, unformed.
Some “Off-road” conditions handled much better in a 4WD: sandy, wet, muddy,
side-slopes, steep up, steep down, rocky, boggy, greasy, loose, gravel, grassy,
snow, paddocks, shale, icy, rough, uneven.
Remember to take your vehicle out of 4WD when you are driving on a bitumen
road, unless it is designed for full-time 4WD use. If your vehicle is fitted with diff
locks at the front and/or rear, don't forget to drop them out as well.
Towing a caravan into a campsite is a typical place to use a 4WD.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Preventative
Maintenance at
Saturday, 6 July 2013
The Preventative Maintenance afternoon was held for the Nissan Patrol Club
by club member and manager of Superior Offroad, Chris Hole and his staff.
The presentation consisted of three stations showing
how to prepare your vehicle for a trip,
what to carry in a basic repair kit and how to use it.

At station 1,
Chris was showing what
tools and spare parts to
carry with you when on a
trip, eg: hoses, belts, grease
and wheel bearings.

At station 2,
Reece, showed how to use
a tyre puncture repair kit.
After showing the group,
a few volunteers had a
go at doing a repair.

At station 3,
Alex and Ray showed
what to look for when
checking your suspension,
bearings, steering and
wheel alignment.

The workshop was a hive of
activity with many
discussions and questions
being thrown at the
presenters.
Brendan Seymour from
4WD Action Magazine
dropped by and was soon
caught up in conversation.
While "Shop Supervisor
for the Day" Paulie,
watched over the
proceedings making sure
it all ran smoothly.
The day finished with an
afternoon tea and 3 lucky
door prizes donated by
Superior Offroad.

It was a very educational afternoon with everyone walking away
with some information they didn't know previously.

Our Thanks to all the boys
at Superior Offroad 4WD
Chris, Ray, Alex, Scott,
Reece and Paulie.

Now Stocking ...

GPS
PRESENTATION
By Mark C
At the NPC General Meeting
Wednesday, 10 July 2013

GPS FOR 4WDING
GPS use has now become very commonplace. It is now used in a wide variety of
applications. Most of us have a GPS device to help navigate around our cities and
highways. We follow the little voice to turn left here, turn right there.
But, as 4WDers, we often leave the bitumen to head bush and then the voices in our head
stop. Our Tom-Toms are not much use out there.
This article is about giving you a brief overview of GPS, how it works, tips for better use
and what options there are for setting up a system for your 4WD.

THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System was developed
by the US Military during the 70’s & 80’s to provide their
forces with more accurate navigation and targeting.

It is based on 3 main segments:
Space:

A constellation of satellites orbiting the Earth in 6
planes. There may be up to 32 satellites with
between 21-24 operating at any time with the
others as spares or newer replacements.

User:

With a GPS receiver which picks up the signals
from the satellites.

Control:

Ground stations which monitor the health and
positions of the satellites.

There are separate frequencies for civilian and military users. Originally civilian GPS was
only accurate to between 100-200m because of an introduced fuzziness called Selective
Availability. This was turned off in May 2000 to now give an accuracy of 1-15m. Selective
Availability could be turned back on at any time by the US Military on a regional basis.

HOW GPS WORKS
Each GPS satellite has 4 extremely precise atomic clocks
onboard (accurate to about 1 second in one million years). The
satellites continuously send out a time–coded signal along with
information about their position. The GPS receiver picks up the
signal and works out the distance to the satellite from the time
difference. Signals from at least 4 satellites are needed for an
accurate 3D position fix by triangulation.
As the satellites move overhead the receiver
detects a satellite, downloads the position data,
and locks on to the time signal for a fix. Most GPS
receivers have 12 channels to monitor up to 12
satellites at a time. The receiver does not transmit
back to the satellites. Once a GPS receiver has
determined the position fix it can be used in many
different ways as per the software installed.

A moving GPS fix will give the speed and direction. Coupled with an internal map this can
help navigate along a road.

SOURCES OF ERRORS
Factors which affect the accuracy of the system include upper atmospheric conditions, odd
gravitational pulls on satellites, the satellite geometry and the inaccuracy of the quartz
clocks in the receivers. There are inbuilt mechanisms to offset these factors.
Estimated Position Error (EPE): - A GPS with a good 3D fix from 4 satellites has an EPE
of between 5-15m. This might be displayed on the screen. The error improves as more
satellites are acquired.
Satellite Geometry: - The error is minimised by getting
signals from satellites spread evenly across the sky. The
receiver will automatically try to do this. The EPE
increases if the satellites acquired are all close overhead
such as in a deep valley or a limited view through a
windscreen.
Multi-Path Signal: - The signal can bounce off other
surfaces before reaching the receiver. This includes
buildings, standing water or wet surfaces. This longer
signal path upsets the calculations.
Elevation: - Because of the nature of the triangulation system and that the Earth is not a
perfect sphere means the elevation reading has an error of 2-3 times the position fix. This
sometimes gives negative elevations near sea level.
2D Fix: - If only 3 satellites can be acquired the EPE is around 60-100m. You will need to
move to a more open area with a view of more satellites to improve the fix. No elevation
reading is possible with 2D.

Loss of Signal: - This happens under thick trees or tunnels and amongst buildings and
steep valleys. The receiver will continue plotting a straight path by dead reckoning using
the last speed and direction data. When a signal is reacquired it will jump to the new
position fix.
Errors with Map Datums: - There is a difference in map coordinates of about 200m
SW/NE between AGD66 (old maps) & GDA94 (new maps) datums.

GPS TERMS
Track: - The path you have travelled, either on the current trip or saved from an earlier
one. It is recorded as a breadcrumb trail of points.
Waypoint: - A position fix saved in the GPS receiver. It could be locked in while at that
location or entered as a future destination.
Route: - A collection of waypoints joined together which are then followed in turn.

TIPS FOR USING GPS
Start-Up: - On cold start-up the receiver has to locate the satellites, download the next 4-6
hours of position data and then lock on to at least 4 satellites for a position fix. Remain
stationary in a clear open area for a quicker GPS start-up.
Poor Signals: - Once started the GPS can continue working even if in an area with poor
signal such as under tree cover. However, it won’t be able to start–up easily without a
clear sky. Where possible, keep the GPS running even if you are away from the vehicle.
Marking a Waypoint: - Remain stationary while marking waypoints to give the most
accurate position fix. There is a delay between the signal being received and the position
being calculated then displayed or saved. Marking waypoints while the driving will cause
an error proportional to the speed of the vehicle.
Errors in Waypoint Positions: - A waypoint might have been saved with an error of up to
15m. If you go there again using a GPS with a 15m error you could be 30m out with both
errors. When saving waypoints include a description of a feature such as “track junction”.

GPS EQUIPMENT FOR 4WDS
There are many different options and types of GPS
systems that could be used for 4WDing. A system will be
built up using the following elements (although they may
come as an integrated package):
Receiver with Antenna: - Receives the signals and
calculates the position fix. There are many variations and
options. Position the antenna to maximise signal. Some
receivers may have the option of an external antenna.
CPU with Display: - Uses the position fix in various applications. Displays the results and
shows internal maps.
Mapping Software: - May be manufacturer installed or a retail version. The two main
types are: auto-routing (turn by turn calculated, often in 3D, voice directions) and moving
map (position displayed against a background map). Often the software is also available
for desktops for planning.

Digital Maps:
Raster: - photo image of the map – pixels blur if zoomed in
unless multiple zoom levels available. Can create own maps.
Vector: - features stored as geometric shapes. A straight line
is simply two coordinates.
Power Source: - Options are: Batteries only, 12volts or a 240v Inverter. Continuous
power is very handy to keep the GPS running when engine stopped.
Mounts: - Secures the equipment from movement & in a crash. Needs to be; strong for
4WD use, located for easy use by driver/ passenger and positioned to maximise the GPS
signal. Ensure the GPS is not interfering with the driver’s vision, any controls or airbags.

GPS RECEIVER OPTIONS FOR 4WD
We all have different needs for a GPS and often we might build a system
around some existing equipment. Each type of system has different
characteristics and attributes:
Handheld: - Old school, c.2000. Robust, basic features, small screen,
some models may have moving map. It can be used out of the vehicle for
bush-walking. Can often be connected to a computer using appropriate
software. Cheap first option.
Auto-Routers: - Turn-by-Turn system for city and main
roads using vector maps. Not useful for offroad as many
tracks are not included on maps. Displayed position will
show on nearby road instead of at the real position. Difficult
to add new maps.

Dual-Purpose: - Uses auto-router program for city navigation and separate moving map
software for offroad use. Portable and in-dash models up to a 7 inch screen. Integrated
system includes a mount, power cable, maps and software. This is the easiest way of
setting up a GPS system for a 4WD as it comes complete out of the box. Extra maps can
usually be easily added. Main brands: VMS – HEMA – Polaris – Garmin with OzTopo.
Laptop: - Requires an external receiver. Advantages are big
screen and memory. Good for trip planning. There are many
options with software and maps. Laptops are heavy to mount
and not usually 12 volt. They are not robust and could have
problems with reading the screen in bright sunlight.

Tablet: - The model must have inbuilt GPS. Tablets have 710 inch screens. Are light weight for mounting. Wide choice
of applications & maps but Android & IPads use only apps
stores, Windows tablets can use PC-based software & maps.
Easy 12 volt power supply. It is difficult to use the tablet for
another purpose while navigating.

Smart Phone: - Small screen, difficult to navigate and make calls. Very basic navigation
features. Limited maps and memory. Poor choice of GPS system for 4wding.
GPS has become an essential tool for 4WDers heading bush.
They allow us to safely navigate through the most remote
areas. The devices and applications have become more
sophisticated, easier to use and more affordable. Just
remember that it is still important to carry a paper map and
compass just in case.

A BIG THANK YOU to Mark C
for this detailed and interesting presentation.
=== === === === === === === === === === === === === === ===

Then there is also the other type ...

MY SATNAV
I have a little Satnav
It sits there in my car
A Satnav is a driver's friend
It tells you where you are.

It tells me when to stop and start
and when to use the brake
and tells me that it's never ever
safe to overtake.

I'm sure no other driver
Has so helpful a device
For when we leave and lock the car
It still gives me its advice.

I have a little Satnav
I've had it all my life
It does more than the normal one
You see, my Satnav is my wife.

It tells me when a light is red
and when it goes to green
It seems to know instinctively
Just when to intervene.

It fills me up with counselling
Each journey's pretty fraught
so why don't I exchange it
And get a quieter sort?

It gives me full instructions
On exactly how to drive
"It's sixty K's an hour" it says
"and you're doing sixty-five."

It lists the vehicles just in front
It lists those to the rear
and taking this into account
It specifies my gear.

Ah well, you see,
it cleans the house
Makes sure I'm properly fed
It washes all my shirts and things
And - it keeps me warm in bed.
Thanks to Eve W for sending in this little gem.

LAUGH OUT LOUD !
A rare find of a Falcon nesting in a tree.

L
O
L
!
Sent in by Harry J.

Movie Night
In the Shed # 1
27-28 July 2013

Chris B with Holly, Paige & Ethan
Steve & Rollanda Rs
Chris C
Tania S with Fiona
Steve B with Brett & Glen

Richard S
Mark S
Chris & Sharon R
Alex C with Zander
Joe B

For our first Movie Night in The Shed, it turned out surprisingly well – 14 adults & 5 kids
aged 5 to 12 years old had quite a good time.
We started the night with “Russell Coight's All Aussie Adventures” - series 1. This went
over very well with everybody so we played the second series. Very funny and
entertaining as I think most of us could either relate to “Russell“ or have done some of
these things on our trips!

Happy Hour was put on and then we
watched the new James Bond movie –
Skyfall. During this, Steve B had
generously shared with everyone, his
spectacular smoked beef that had been
slow cooking for 22 hours! This, along with
corn on the cob, baked potatoes and honey
carrots – fantastic! Thanks from all of us,
Steve!
Following Skyfall, we watched an Indian
comedian from Canada Russell Peters - he
was really hilarious! By this time, about
10:30, I put my grandkids into bed and
returned to the Shed. Those left were
watching the end of the world epic disaster
film 2012, that ended at 2am.

On Sunday, most slept in and had a lazy
breakfast in the Shed. We went for a drive
around the Land and also tried out the
wombat holes. I must say that I was very
impressed with Fiona’s driving in Chris C 4B
– she didn’t baulk at anything! My
granddaughters – Holly & Paige were also
amazed and now they are looking forward
to being trained by Chris C and driving
themselves rather than sitting on my lap and
just doing the steering! After a quick lunch,
we all packed up and the last left around
3PM.
I would like to give a big thank you to Steve B & his friends and also to Tania & Rollanda
for their help with everything.
The weekend was so good that we are putting on another for the October long weekend
and possibly more Movie Nights in the future.
Thank you to all who attended and I hope you had a great, lazy weekend as well.
Cheers – Chris B!

BBQ RULES
With Summer just around the corner, we are about to
enter the BBQ season. Therefore it is important to
refresh your memory on the etiquette of this sublime
outdoor cooking activity.
When a man volunteers to do the BBQ, the following
chain of events are put into motion:
Routine...
1. the woman buys the food.
2. the woman makes the salad, prepares the vegetables, and makes dessert.
3. the woman prepares the meat for cooking, places it on a tray along with the necessary
cooking utensils and sauces, and takes it to the man who is lounging beside the grill
with beer in hand.
4. the woman remains outside the compulsory three metre
exclusion zone where the exuberance of testosterone
and other manly bonding activities can take place without
the interference of the woman.
Important Part...
5. THE MAN PLACES THE MEAT ON THE GRILL.
More Routine...
6. the woman goes inside to organise the plates and cutlery.
Important Part...
7. THE MAN FLIPS THE MEAT.
8. the woman comes out to tell the man that the meat is looking great. He thanks her and
asks if she will bring him another beer.
Another Important Part...
9. THE MAN TAKES THE MEAT OFF THE GRILL AND HANDS IT TO THE WOMAN.
More Routine...
10. the woman prepares the plates, salad, bread, utensils,
napkins, sauces, and brings them to the table.
11. after eating, the woman clears the table and does the
dishes.

Most Important Of All...
12. EVERYONE PRAISES THE MAN AND THANKS HIM FOR HIS COOKING EFFORTS.
13. THE MAN asks the woman how she enjoyed "her night off", and upon seeing
her annoyed reaction, concludes that there is just no pleasing some women.

General Meeting
Wednesday, 14 August 2013

The meeting was
short and sweet,
which gave us plenty
of time for shopping,
and there were a few
bargains to be had.

Thanks to Elizabeth and Staff of Ray's Outdoors, Lidcombe.

Advanced Recovery Driver Training
17-18 August 2013

Day 1: After picking a line and a few strong trees, winch lines were unrolled,

secured and checked, to pull a vehicle to the top of the hill ... from the bottom.

Day 2: Vehicle found rolled over on a hill crest and winch lines were connected.

On the right

to the middle

to the left.

Half way.

Nearly there.

It didn't look like this
before he got in.

River Island Container Move
24 August 2013

Who luvs ya babe?

Fiona soon took over.

Scotty's impression of a tree.

Damn! I forgot my cape!!

Oh so close.

A bit of packing here.

A bit more there.

Making a step.

And spot on.

Trimming a tree.

Work done ... now time for play.

Water level is low.

Fiona driving across the river.

Hi mum ...from across the river.

Even Max got his tyres wet.

Then got stuck, but so did the 4 before.

A beautiful day to sit in the sun.

From 1/2 way of Zig Zag ...

Close up .... I love my camera.

HiTech 4x4 Specialists have the experience
and equipment to cater for everything 4WD.
Proprietors Chris and Ben Murphy
live, breathe and dream 4X4 vehicles.

Unit 1/29 Coombes Drive, PENRITH NSW 2750
Tel: 02 4721 7783 Fax: 02 4721 7784
Email: hitechvehicle@optusnet.com.au
www.hitech4x4

ADVANCED DRIVER TRAINING WEEKEND
AT SUNNY CORNER 14TH & 15THSEPTEMBER 2013
WHOA…. MT AIRLY WEEKEND….!!!!
Trip Leader: Chris C
Attendees: Brett & Cindy
Arpad & Nicky
Chris B +Noah & Moey
Beau
Chris J & Ruth
Peter B

Steve (Harry)
Ken & Colleen
Allan
Steve & Jason
Brian N
Wayne & Kate

Saturday 14th
It was a nice easy drive up to the Macca's meeting point at Lithgow on Saturday morning, little bit
damp and foggy across the top of the mountains but ok. Conversations around the table over the
brekkie rolls was about the trail bike event going on at Sunny Corner and if we could still do the
Advanced Driver Training without the added hassle of keeping an eye open for the hundreds of
bike riders that were going to be there as well. So after a regroup just down the road from Lithgow,
and a polite phone call from our trip leader Chris C to their event organiser, it was decided that we
would change our plans and head to Mt Airly.

So now we are in a 13 car (4WD) convoy heading down the Castlereagh Highway towards
Capertee where we can pull into a rest stop for any last minute needs. Here is where we get our
briefing by Chris C and Chris J about where we are going, and he casually slips in a comment that
some parts of this trip can get hard. “This will be training module 43/4, but it's ok every 4WD here is
capable of making this trip” he says with a grin.
After airing down we are back on the road again and cross the highway onto Glen Davis Road for a
short trip to our first track of the day, Old Airly Road. Here we had a short drive till we came to an
old house to the right; which Chris C explained was Old Cowie House. From here we travelled
further along the track towards Old Airly Village and on to the old bakery. Some fresh bread and
pies would have been good here but I think we arrived about 100 years too late to order. Here
Chris C told us a bit of the story about the ghost of Jessie Bower and her grave at Joadja. He told
us that he would tell the full story around the camp fire tonight.
We moved a bit further along the track and stoped where the Cornish Miners residence was
located. It was a natural rock cave that looked to have been hollowed out a bit more for them to
live in. Looked like a nice cosy place except for the thousands of wasps that have taken up
residence inside there now. A little further along the track we stopped for morning tea besides a
huge Boiler (pressure vessel) that must have been about 40 plus feet long. We all enjoyed a nice
cuppa and biscuits and Lamingtons but couldn’t stay here for too long as our trip leader Chris C
had us moving again shortly. From here the track started to get a lot narrower and a fair bit
steeper in places, but we all made it to the top without any problems where there was a great
view from the edge of the lookout.

We travelled back down the mountain and were on our way to our next tracks to drive at Col's
Place, Mt Airly Airport. Well it was described to me as Mt Airly Airport, but I don’t think I’ll be
taking any flights from here. The aircraft just didn’t look up
to scratch plus I’m positive that the runway just wasn’t long
enough. There were lots to see here as well as Col has a
large assortment of old cars and machinery as well as quite
a few old planes in various states of disrepair, it really gives
the place a lot of character. After a short walk around Cols
Place checking out all of the old cars and planes, we had a
talk with him about how the track was and we were on our
way again back up the mountain.

From here we were on our way to another
lookout where the views were just as spectacular as before. The track was a bit steep in some
places to get there but not too difficult. While we were here Chris C explained about the history of
the Torbanite mining in the area and also about the Diamond mine that was here as well. Had my
eyes on the ground for a while here just in case those miners missed any of those shiny things.
We moved on from here to where we were going to setup our camp site for the night, but there
were still lots to see and do here as well. Lots of old sheds, cars and tools to view. Plus we held
the Nissan Patrol Club stone skipping competition on the dam which was won by Chris J. Although
he was using a ring in stone from River Island, that I just happened to have in the car. Allan was a
close second.

After our little competition it was time to set up our tents, collect wood for the fire and just sit back
and relax for the rest of the night around the camp fire; where many stories were told of previous
4WD adventures over Happy Hour (or in our case Happy Hours). Chris C told us his ghost
story in full as well. A very spine chilling story it was as well. Wait..!! What…!! What was that
sound….!! Phew, it’s just Chris B bringing more munchies back to the Happy Hour Table for us all
to share.

Sunday 15th
Another early start today as Chris C informed us that some parts of the track that we were to take
today to Genowlan Point are very steep and rocky, but it should be no problem for us. Sometime a
vehicle might need a snatch or two to make it to the top but we’ll get there. He has that same grin
that he had yesterday when he told us that the tracks can get hard.

And some parts of the track were very steep and rocky with tree roots, rock steps, big holes and a
little bit of water and mud thrown in every now and again just to keep us on our toes. But with the
help of our trip leader and driver trainers we all made it through the hard sections with relative
ease. But I have to say here that not having driven this type of steep rocky terrain before with all
these rock steps, holes and ridiculous angles that my Patrol was on, my brain was just screaming
GO BACK YOU ARE GOING THE WRONG WAY…!!!

But you just have to trust where your mates are guiding you over
the rocks and through the holes. Then it’s your turn to guide the
next driver through with a bit of help from the driver trainers. It
took all of us a few hours to make it to the top as we had to do the
track in sections. At the start of each steep rocky section we
would all watch as each 4WD negotiated it then it was your own
turn to drive. You knew almost immediately if you took the wrong line as the sound of rocks
banging on the underside of your 4WD made you rethink the line you were taking real quick.
One of the most scenic parts of the day’s drive was
going through what was called Jurassic Park. It was
only a small section of the track but it was like driving
through a little lost valley lost in time…. Didn’t see many
(any) dinosaurs here but was told that there still might be
some about?????
Once we were at the top about half of us went for the
walk to the lookout at Genowlan Point while the rest of
us that stayed behind, just lounged around and had a bit
of lunch.

When our group of walkers came back from the lookout at Genowlan Point and had lunch
themselves, it was time to leave for the journey back down the mountain travelling the same tracks
that we drove to reach the top. A few of us were thinking that those steep rocky parts of the track
that we did coming up would be worse going back down, but they were a lot easier. Just have to
follow the same or similar line that you took going up in reverse and as always the driver trainers
were there to help out as well. Although this time all you could see of there directions sometimes
was the top of there hands, I think Chris
C had to even stand on his toes to give
directions sometimes. But we all made it
down safe and sound.
Once we were down the mountain at
Col's place, it was time to air up our
tyres, take some last minute photos and
do some last minute checks on our
4WD’s to get them ready for the drive
home on that flat stuff they call road.

I have to say thanks to Chris C and Christiaan J for coming up with an alternate destination on the
spur of the moment for our trip when we could not go to Sunny Corner. Mt Airly was an excellent

weekend trip.
And now for some highlights of the trip and maybe 1 or 2 not so highlights.
(More like medium lights)
1>We all got to get out of dodge and go bush for the weekend. What more can I say.
2>We all got to do some good off road driving.
3>We all had a great fire to sit around.
4>We all had a great happy hour.
5>We all saw some great scenery.
6>Woohoo we all just had a great time.
Now for the not so highlights (medium lights)
1>Allan B broke a rear spot light on his Navara ute.
2>I broke my roof mount shovel holder
3>Chris and Ruth’s Jeep had A front wheel problem that made it a very slow trip home for them.
(Thanks for the macca's Ruth, my shout next time)
A big thank you to all the club members and their family and friends who came on this trip that
made it such a great weekend away.
Cheers Harry…!!!

Mt Airly Trip
28 & 29 September
Chris

Brett & Cindy & Parents

Steve

Steve & Jason

Brett & I signed up for this trip months ago,
without knowing that we’ll be doing the trip twice
in 2 weeks!
When Advance Driver Training at Sunny Corner
changed to Mt Airly 2 weeks ago, we decided to
bring Brett’s parents along on this trip so they get
to experience the scenery and driving as well. We
met the rest of the trippers at the usual spot at
Capertee, and after a quick catch up we departed
for Mt Airly International Airport.
Col Ribaux was home, and we had the usual early
morning chat with him before setting off to
Gunshot Pass. As Brett drove his standard patrol
this weekend, we decided to leave it at the Grotto
as we didn’t want to do any damage to it. Mum & I
jumped into Chris’ car, then we were off.
The trip went a lot quicker than 2 weeks ago. With
4 vehicles we travelled without issues. Thank you
Chris for the guiding at the interesting sections.

Arriving at the car park we walked the few km’s to
the lookout – and nearly got blown off the cliff. The
wind has been blowing all morning, but we
certainly knew about it at Genowlan Point.
After lunch we drove back down to the camping
ground on Mt Airly where we set up camp for the
night. We didn’t know what to do with ourselves
as we arrived quite early! The wind was still
blowing quite strongly and with a total fire ban in
place we had no fire for the night. We were all in
bed nice and early.
On Sunday morning we set off just after 8am (had
another chat with Col on the way out), then
headed to Turon Gates and Sunny Corner (we
finally made it after missing out 2 weeks earlier).
A nice drive in the area with loads of scenery and
some driving on private property had us back at
Capertee before 3pm, where we aired up and
headed home.
Thank you Chris for leading the trip, and giving
Mum & I a lift on Saturday. Looking forward to the
next one.
Cindy

TOP TIPS &
HANDY HINTS
AT CAMP

AT HOME

When Bogged...

Windows...

Don't throw out your old snatch strap just yet.
Attach it to your max-trax and you will be able to
easily pull the trax out after they have been
buried in the mud/sand.

When cleaning windows, wipe the inside in an
up/down motion and the outside in a side-to-side
motion. If there are any streaks, it will be easy
to see what side of the glass they are on.

Car Seat Covers...

In the shower...

If you have sheep skin seat covers, wash them
using a liquid wool wash in warm water then
hang out to dry. Before putting them back in your
vehicle, put them in the tumble dryer on cool
setting for 10 minutes. This will fluff them up and
remove any loose lint.

Keep a small squeegee in the shower. The last
person in the shower gets to use it to wipe down
the walls, floor and glass. This will prevent the
growth of mould and keeps your shower looking
clean.

Mozzie Repellent...

In a bowl, mix 1 tablespoon salt, 1 tablespoon
baking soda and 1 tablespoon dishwashing
liquid. Soak up to 1 hour, but check regularly.

Take some coal with you on your next camping
trip. Place a few small pieces in the campfire
and this will keep away the mosquito's.

Metal/Jewellery cleaner...

Let the Flour Fly
Perfect
Pancakes
From This

Ingredients

To This
Use a whisk/blender to mix flour, milk, eggs, salt & oil, until
batter is smooth and creamy.

Lightly spray a frying pan with the cooking oil for EACH
1/2 cup plain flour }
pancake.
1/2 cup milk
} PER PERSON
1 egg
}
Use a large spoon/ladle to pour batter into hot pan, cook until
bubbles start to form then turn pancake over and cook for one
1/4 teaspoon salt
more minute.
1/4 teaspoon oil
Serve for breakfast with maple syrup or honey.
... for lunch, layer 3 pancakes with ham, tomato & cheese,
Spray on cooking oil
then microwave for 40 seconds (or until cheese melts).
... for dessert, roll up a pancake that is spread with Nutella,
serve with berries and ice-cream.
... OR invent your own favourite topping.

PHOTO
COMPETITION
Each competition will start and end with each quarterly magazine.
The next subject is...

" RELAX "
RULES:

1. Only members of NPC can enter.
2. Limit 2 photos per person.
3. Details of who took the photos, when and where
the photos were taken must be included.
4. Members of all ages can enter.
A voucher from Tom Saade's Camera House Parramatta for

10% OFF POSTER PRINTS OR 20% OFF CANVAS PRINTS
OR 25 FREE (6"x4") PRINTS
will be awarded to the winning entry.

Entries must be e-mailed to editor@nissanpatrolclub.org
by 20 DECEMBER 2013. No late entries will be taken.
The winner will be notified by e-mail.
The winning entry will appear in the next magazine.
Judges decision is final.

(NOTE: The Judges will be a group of lovely ladies that are not associated with the Club.)

CONGRATULATIONS TO
Dave S
Winner from the July Magazine
Subject: AROUND THE CAMPFIRE

SPECIAL THANKS to
Tom Saade's Camera House,
Shop 2101, Level 2, Westfield Parramatta,
for donating the prize,
and to Mark R. for organising it all.

NATURE
LOVER
The RED-TAILED BLACK COCKATOO
The Red-tailed Black Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus banksii), also known as
Banksian- or Banks' Black Cockatoo, is a large black cockatoo native to
Australia. Adult males have a characteristic pair of bright red panels on the
tail that gives the species its name. It is more common in the drier parts of the
continent. Five subspecies are recognised, differing most significantly in beak
size. Although the more northerly subspecies are widespread, the two
southern subspecies, the Forest Red-tailed Black Cockatoo and the Southeastern Red-tailed Black Cockatoo are under threat.
The species is usually found in eucalyptus woodlands, or along water courses. In the more
northerly parts of the country, these cockatoos are commonly seen in large flocks. They are seed
eaters and cavity nesters, and as such depend on trees with fairly large diameters, generally
Eucalyptus. Populations in southeastern Australia are threatened by deforestation and other habitat
alterations. Of the black cockatoos, the red-tailed is the most adaptable to aviculture, although
black cockatoos are much rarer and much more expensive in aviculture outside Australia.
Red-tailed Black Cockatoos are around 60 centimetres (24 in) in length and
sexually dimorphic. The male's plumage is all black with a prominent black
crest made up of elongated feathers from the forehead and crown. The bill is
dark grey. The tail is also black with two lateral bright red panels. Females
are black with yellow-orange stripes in the tail and chest, and yellow grading
to red spots on the cheeks and wings. The bill is pale and horn-coloured. The
underparts are barred with fine yellow over a black base.
In common with other cockatoos and parrots, Red-Tailed Black Cockatoos have zygodactyl feet,
two toes facing forward and two backward, that allow them to grasp objects with one foot while
standing on the other, for feeding and manipulation. Black cockatoos are almost exclusively leftfooted (along with nearly all other cockatoos and most parrots).
The Red-tailed Black Cockatoo principally occurs across the drier parts of Australia.
It is widespread and abundant in a broad band across the northern half of the country,
where it has been considered an agricultural pest, with more isolated distribution in
the south. It is found in a wide variety of habitats, from shrublands and grasslands
through eucalypt, sheoak and Acacia woodlands, to dense tropical rainforests. The
bird is dependent on large, old eucalypts for nesting hollows, although the specific
gums used vary in different parts of the country.
Red-tailed Black Cockatoos are diurnal, raucous and noisy, and are often seen flying
high overhead in small flocks, sometimes mixed with other cockatoos. Flocks of up
to 500 birds are generally only seen in the north or when the birds are concentrated at
some food source. Otherwise, they are generally rather shy of humans. In northern and central
Australia, birds may feed on the ground, while the two southern subspecies, graptogyne and naso,
are almost exclusively arboreal. They tend to fly rather slowly with intermittent deep flapping
wingbeats, markedly different to the shallow wingbeats of the similar Glossy Black Cockatoo. They
also often fly at considerable height. The Red-tailed Black Cockatoo also calls the Nissan Patrol
Club Land its home.

Junior
Patrollers

NAME: Paige (Chris B's Grandkid)

Hey kids, if you are age 4-12, send in a drawing
of your 4WD, favourite camp site, or something
you saw on a trip, and send it to
editor@nissanpatrolclub.org
and if your picture is chosen for this page,
you can win a pencil case full of goodies.

AGE: 11

SUBJECT: Camping at the Club Land with Pop.

This Patrol has lost its GPS and
needs your help to get to the Club.

VEHICLE JOKES

What do you call an old
Holden?
A Torana-saurus.

Why can't car mufflers
enter a marathon race?
Because they are too
exhausted.

Why did the tyre get fired
from its job?
It couldn't stand the
pressure.
What do you call the dog
sitting in the old Holden?
Torana-saurus Rex.

FIND-A-WORD No 6
QLD TOWNS: When you find a word from the list below, draw a line through it. Words can be found ACROSS,
DOWN, DIAGONAL and BACKWARDS. When all the words are found, there will be 28 letters left over. These letters
spell out a sentence. The first correct entry sent to editor@nissanpatrolclub.org wins a "Cooking with Tommo" cook
book. Winner will be notified by e-mail. Only NPC members can enter. A word has been crossed out to get you started.
GOOD LUCK!
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ADAVALE
ALICE
AMBY
AMITY
ANDREWS
ASCOT
AUGATHELLA
AYR
BARCALDINE
BEERWAH
BILOELA
BIRDSVILLE
BLACKWATER
BOULIA
BOWEN
BUNDABERG
CABOOLTURE
CAIRNS
CALEN

CALOUNDRA
CANAGA
CAPE YORK
CHARLEVILLE
CHILDERS
CLONCURRY
COEN
COOKTOWN
COOLANGATTA
CUNNAMULLA
DARRA
DAJARRA
DALBY
DYSART
EMERALD
EPSON
EROMANGA
ETON
EUDLO

EULO
FOXDALE
GAVEN
GAYNDAH
GEERA
GIRU
GLADSTONE
GOONDIWINDI
GORANBAH
GORDONVALE
GYMPIE
HARLIN
HUGHENDEN
IMBIL
INALA
INGHAM
INNISFAIL
IPSWICH
IVERAGH

KAGARA
KAIRI
KARARA
KERRY
KHOLO
KIMBURRA
KINKIN
LANA
LAURA
LOTA
LONGREACH
MACKAY
MAREEBA
MAROOCHYDORE
MARYBOROUGH
MILES
MITCHELL
MONTO
MORVEN

MOUNT ISA
MUNDUBBERA
MURGON
NAMBOUR
NANANGO
NELIA
NOCCUNDRA
NOOSA HEADS
NORMANTON
OLIO
OORINDI
OOTANN
ORMEAU
PROSERPINE
REDCLIFFE
RETRO
RICHMOND
ROCKHAMPTON
ROMA

ST GEORGE
SARINA
SILKWOOD
SILVERDALE
STANTHORPE
SURAT
THANGOOL
THARGOMINDAH
TOOWOOMBA
TOWNSVILLE
TULLY
WINDORAH
WINTON
WYANDRA
WISHART
YAAMBA
YATALA
YALEROI
YUKAN

ANSWER:

July Answer: Don't matter where you go because there you are.
July Winner: Colleen Ibbett.

Made by TS

FOR SALE

Item:
Dune Fraser Tent
Description:
2 room tent,
Can easily sleep 4 people
in the main room.
Used once only.
Price: $250
Location: Northern Beaches or CBD
Contact: Arpad
0413 425 238

FOR SALE

Item:
1992 Nissan Patrol GQ
Description: 4.2 Petrol Ti Auto
325,000km, 6 month rego, towbar,
ARB bull bar & front locker, Dobinson 4"
springs & shocks, dual battery system,
& lots more. See website for list.
Price: $7,000 negotiable
Location: Ermington
Contact:
Kevin R
robertskevin10@gmail.com

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Price: $1700
Location: Ermington
Contact: : Kevin R
robertskevin10@gmail.com

Price: Make an offer
Location: Ermington
Contact: : Kevin R
robertskevin10@gmail.com

Item:
Offroad Tyres & Rims
Description: 5 Goodrich KM2
Mud Terrain Tyres and rims.
1 x 95% tread, 4 x 60% tread.
315 / 75 /16

Item:
Highway Tyres & Rims
Description: 4 x highway terrain
Tyres and rims
30% tread left
315 / 75 / 16

If you would like to place something on the
Noticeboard, contact

 SAFETY

CAMPING CHECKLIST

 COLD FOODS

 COOKING, ETC

 PERSONAL

First Aid kit

Water

Stove & stand

Daywear

Torch & Batteries

Milk-Powder/long life

Gas cylinders (full)

Sleepwear

Portable Radio

Sauces – Tomato, BBQ

BBQ plate

Swimwear & towel

Maps

Butter / Margarine

BBQ tools

Footwear

Compass

Cold cuts

Matches / lighter

Rainwear / Jacket

EPIRB

Meats

Frying pan

Underwear

GPS

Vegetables

Saucepans & lids

Sunglasses

Spare Batteries

Fruits

Plates & Bowls

Reading glasses

Eggs

Mugs / cups

Hat

Drinks

Glasses

 TENT
Tents & Poles
Pegs & Guy ropes

Cutlery

 DRY FOOD

Vegetable peeler

 TOILETRIES

Can opener

Medication

Spare pegs / guy ropes

Tea, Coffee, Sugar

Corkscrew

Salt water soap

Ground sheet / tarp

Salt & Pepper

Sharp knife (Sm & L)

Tooth brush & paste

Tent fly

Flour –Plain/Self Raising

Mixing bowl

Hair brush & Comb

Mallet

Oil

Tongs / Spatula

Deodorant

Seam sealer

Vegemite

Tea towels

Shampoo & Conditioner

Tent repair kit

Peanut Butter

Dishwashing liquid

Mirror

Rake

Tin Food

Water container

Bath towel

Broom / dustpan

Breakfast Cereal

Drink container

Face washer

Door mat for tent

Biscuit Snacks

Flask

Shaver

Cutting board

Shower cap

Portable fridge

Cosmetics

Plate drying rack

Sunscreen

 BEDDING

 MISCELLANEOUS

Sleeping bags

Portable toilet

Insect repellent

Sleep bag inner sheets

Portable shower

Toilet paper

Air Mattress

Portable wash machine

Tissues

Camp beds

Laundry detergent

Pillows

Rechargeable light

 ENTERTAINMENT

Portable clothes line

Recharging Cables

Pegs

Phone

Daypack

Camera, Film & Batteries

Camp table

Sewing kit

Binoculars

Chairs

Garbage bags

Card games

Camp cupboard

Duct Tape

Books

Camp wardrobe

Bucket

Pens, pencils, paper

Kitchen table

Small shovel

Fishing gear

 FURNITURE

Axe
Insect Spray

75 Long Street, Smithfield NSW 2164 Ph (+612) 9616 7300

TRADE DIRECTORY

CURRENT ADVERTISING CHARGES
Full Page Outside Back Cover $425.00 pa
Half Page Outside Back Cover $225.00 pa
Full Page Inside Back Cover $400.00 pa
Full Page Inside Front Cover $400.00 pa
Business Card Ad $50.00 pa
Full Page Other $370.00 pa
Half Page Other $185.00 pa
Please contact Michael B at publicity@nissanpatrolclub.org

